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Document of the day
21 December 2015
Federal Tax Service official site
https://www.nalog.ru/rn77/related_activities/foreign_clients/

Formats and method for filling e-notifications about
foreign taxpayer clients
In order to facilitate the compliance with the provisions of Federal Law No.
173-FZ of 28 June 2014, the Federal Tax Service has published on its
website the formats for electronic notifications about foreign taxpayer
clients, as well as templates of such notifications and instructions on their
completion.
According to the published information, an interactive electronic portal
entitled “Notification about a Foreign Taxpayer Client” will be launched by
Federal Tax Service starting from January 1, 2016, which will allow to
notify the competent Russian authorities on the information exchange with
the Internal Revenue Service. The decisions of Federal Financial
Monitoring Service (Rosfinmonitoring) on prohibition of information
exchange with foreign tax authorities will also be published through this
electronic portal.

18 December 2015
Federal portal of draft regulations
http://regulation.gov.ru/projects/List/AdvancedSearch#npa=44688

Draft resolution prepared on TPD Yurga
A draft resolution has been prepared on establishing a new Territory of
Priority Socio-Economic Development (TPD) in the town of Yurga in the
Kemerovo region.
According to the draft resolution, enterprises established in TPD Yurga will
be eligible for certain benefits if the following conditions are met:


The entity is engaged in one of the types of economic activity listed in
the appendix to the draft resolution;



Capital investments into the project amount to at least 5 million rubles
during the first year after the entity is included in the register of residents
of the TPD;
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At least 20 new permanent jobs are created during the first year after the
entity is included in the register of residents of the TPD.

The document is now in the public discussion stage.
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